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Towards novel technologies  
based on  

phoretic flow effects
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Clarify fundamentals thermodynamic transport down to nanoscale 

Exploit gradient-driven surface flows 

New biotechnological devices 
        Increased sensitivity 
        Versatility 

Identify new venues for  
        energy harvesting 
        membrane technolgy

CHALLENGES and OBJECTIVES               
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Beyond state-of-the-art microfluidic technology 

Challenges to  scale down 

    Much less known at nanoscale 

Combine 
    Fundamental understanding emerging phenomena 

    close collaboration with technological development 

CHALLENGES and OBJECTIVES               
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NANOPHLOW structure 

Molecular origin thermodynamic forces 
Solute and surface specificity 
Fluctuation/correlation  

dominated regimes 

Upscaling 

CHALLENGES and OBJECTIVES               

Non-linear phoretic transport 
Salinity gradient power  

through nano pores 
Phoresis on binary mixtures  

Nano membrane designs 

Energy harvesting in nano pores 

osmotic energy harvesting 
               nanoporous membranes 

osmotic diode effect  
osmotic diodes for  desalination processes 

Transfer of technology strategy 

Microfluidic platform 

ion binidng on protein diffusiophoresis 

diffusiophoresis for protein diagnostics 

proof of concept

WP1 WP2 

WP3 

WP4 
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Total budget: 3.300.000 EUR

PARTNERSHIP               

   Presented 4 times:  

STM-NANO (4.60)  
NANOPHLOW (4.80) (4.60) (5.0)

Excellence:                  4.50  5.0   4.50 
Impact:                        5.0   4.50  5.0 
Quality and efficiency  
 the implementation:    4.50 4.50  4.75
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Impact:

Excellence:

Identify implications of known general transport phenomena 

Lack of fundamental understanding 

Connect systematic approach with clear outcomes 

 STRENGTHS                

Interdisciplinary character 
     combine efforts of all partners in all WPs

Variety of dissemination measures

Knowledge transfer facilitator

Strong implication of SMEs 
  realistic translation to market  

external support Unilever

Implication SME: responsible in  WP tasks
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Quality and efficiency of the implementation

STRENGTHS               

Realistic resources

Clear WPs:  

       research and innovation / project management / dissemination

Risk management
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Too ambitious 
redimension number of applications/outcomes 

clearer focus 

better distinction partners/supports

Protein separation application 
less defined 

clear cut different with existing microfluidic technologies 

Unrealistic timing  for WPs tasks

Balance between fundamental advances / implement exploitation 

WEAKNESSES               

Innovation targets weakly defined

Excellence:

Impact:
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Integration with biology too generic 

distinction multi-application / interdisciplinarity

just above: multidisciplinary as a strength

How dissemination will help to achieve expected impact 
not enough detail  how to achieve impact beyond research world

Quality and efficiency of the implementation:4.50  4.75

No weakness 4.75

costs for IP / Software licenses 

WEAKNESSES     (2)            

Impact:

Excellence:
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WEAKNESSES     (2)            


